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This document serves as the project plan and schedule for the Black community-led 
research supported and facilitated by King County Equity Now. We are engaging this 
research to have a strong focus on identifying the needs and priorities of BIPOC 
communities, particularly Black communities. We also aim to identify what communities 
want to see in Participatory Budgeting (PB) so that Seattle’s PB will be community-led 
and centered on the experience, wisdom, and expertise of Black people in the 
Seattle-metro area. 
 
We plan for community researchers to explore three key questions: what creates true 
community safety, what creates true community health, what do we need for our 
communities to thrive? Researchers are trained and prepared in several research 
methods to address these questions. We believe those closest to the issues are closest 
to the solutions; this research is designed to be done in collaboration with several other 
community-based organizations and community members in the Seattle-metro area. 
Below is an abbreviated project plan and schedule. 
 

Anticipated strategies to reduce barriers to participation in the project 
1. Hiring community members with expertise effectively reaching: 

a. People experiencing homelessness 
b. People engaged in street and survival economies 
c. People who use needles to inject medicine and other substances 
d. People experiencing housing instability 
e. People experiencing food insecurity and hunger 
f. People with disabilities, including intellectual and physical disabilities 
g. People who are currently or formerly incarcerated 
h. People experiencing crises or trauma 

2. Community conversations and interviews at culturally appropriate locations, 
including but not limited to: 

a. Mosques, churches, and other spiritual or sacred locations 
b. Barbershops and beauty salons 
c. Black-owned and BIPOC-owned shops 
d. Community organizations and cultural events (including virtual) 
e. Social Media, podcasts, and similar media strategies 
f. Age-specific locations and gatherings (e.g., youth, elders) 

3. COVID-19 appropriate data strategies to minimize public health barriers 



a. Virtual gatherings and teach-ins 
b. Contact-less methods of delivering payments and consent forms 
c. PPE deliveries, and other resource deliveries (to minimize gatherings) 
d. Collaboration with partners who can facilitate COVID-19 testing and 

support 
e. Transcriptions of interviews and focus groups, to minimize group size 

4. Translation and Interpretation. Online needs assessment survey will appear in 15 
languages. 

a. Amharic 
b. Arabic 
c. Chinese, Simplified 
d. Chinese, Traditional 
e. English 
f. Korean 
g. Japanese 
h. Oromo 
i. Russian 
j. Somali 
k. Spanish 
l. Tagalog 
m. Tigrinya 
n. Ukrainian 
o. Vietnamese 

5. Community outreach will include surveying community members to meet their 
needs for computers and high-speed internet, to increase access to the online 
survey, PB, and remote opportunities that minimize the spread of COVID-19. 

6. Childcare will be provided to increase community participation 
7. In-person engagement at encampments and other communities for people 

experiencing homelessness.  
8. Transportation supports, including public transit and gas money. There are some 

in-person activities that community members will engage in to secure resources 
(e.g., hotspots, laptops, food) at resource hubs. It is crucial we reduce barriers by 
covering such costs. 

 
Preliminary results from the needs assessment 
 
A total of approximately 850 people have taken our primary online needs 
assessment survey as of the contract execution date. Here are some demographic 
highlights from the people who have completed the online needs assessment so far. 
 



● Race - as designed, we have strong success reaching BIPOC communities 

 
● Age - currently we have strong success reaching younger adults and Millenials 



 
 

  



● Top needs (multiple select) - Transporation, food, and Internet are the top so far.

 



 
Our needs assessment includes non-survey methods. We find that many people find 
conversations to be more accessible than an online survey. We have hosted over 30 
community events, office hours, focus groups, and interviews prior to the contract 
execution. In these events, we have asked community members questions about 
what their needs are and how we can best support them. That research informs our 
assessment, as well.  
 
With City funds earmarked for this project, we anticipate using more online 
strategies and on-the-ground strategies to effectively reach more people. 
 
Steps and timetable for producing Deliverables 3 (Preliminary Community 
Research Report) and 4 (Final Community Research Report) 
 

Date Tasks Notes 

Week of November 23 & 
30 

Additional Participatory 
Budgeting (PB) process 
research  
 
Digital equity census to 
identify barriers to online 
participation, continued 
needs assessment, and 
resource delivery  
 
Community outreach 

Expansion of 
community outreach 
to more locations 
around Seattle-metro, 
including more 
multi-lingual 
community sessions. 
 
Additional teams start 
doing targeted 
outreach for queer 
and trans community 
members, people with 
disabilities, people 
experiencing 
homelessness, and 
under-represented 
demographics 
 
We share weekly 
updates via Monday 
3:30 - 4:30 teach-ins 
and press events. 
Council gets weekly 
updates on progress 
so far via these 
teach-ins. We can 
send notes, upon 



request. 

Week of December 7 & 
14 

Refining Participatory 
Budgeting Findings 
 
Digital equity census to 
identify barriers to online 
participation, continued 
needs assessment, and 
resource delivery  
 
Community outreach 

We share weekly 
updates via Monday 
3:30 - 4:30 teach-ins 
and press events. 
Council gets weekly 
updates on progress 
so far via these 
teach-ins. We can 
send notes, upon 
request. 
 

Week of December 21 & 
28 

Deliverable #3: Preliminary 
Community Research 
Report released on 
December 21 
 
Digital equity census to 
identify barriers to online 
participation, continued 
needs assessment, and 
resource delivery  
 
Community outreach 
 
 

Possibly one round of 
revisions from Council 
 
We share weekly 
updates via Monday 
3:30 - 4:30 teach-ins 
and press events. 
Council gets weekly 
updates on progress 
so far via these 
teach-ins. We can 
send notes, upon 
request. 

Week of January 4 & 11 Research on PB process and 
initial implementation data 
collection and analysis 
 
Digital equity census to 
identify barriers to online 
participation, continued 
needs assessment, and 
resource delivery  

We share weekly 
updates via Monday 
3:30 - 4:30 teach-ins 
and press events. 
Council gets weekly 
updates on progress 
so far via these 
teach-ins. We can 
send notes, upon 
request. 

Week of January 18 & 25 Early implementation 
analysis and reporting 

We share weekly 
updates via Monday 
3:30 - 4:30 teach-ins 
and press events. 
Council gets weekly 
updates on progress 



 
  

so far via these 
teach-ins. We can 
send notes, upon 
request. 

February 2021 Deliverable #4: Final 
Community Research 
Report 

Final deliverable. If we 
can secure additional 
funds, we will produce 
an evaluation to follow 
the final community 
research report. 

March 2021 Simple Mini-Evaluation Bonus mini-report 
evaluating the 
community process 
and lessons learned to 
inform implementation 
for next funding cycle. 
 
(if secure additional 
funds) 
 
 



Appendix A: Research Cookbook 
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Community-based participatory research (CBPR) is a collaborative approach that
involves all partners in the research process. This research format recognizes the
unique strengths of each partner. CBPR begins with a research topic of
importance to the community. CBPR combines knowledge and action for social
change to improve communities and eliminate disparities.

(Adapted from W. K. Kellogg Foundation’s Community Health Scholars Program,
2001, p. 2)

What's this research?

What is Community-Based Participatory Research (CBPR)?

You will be creating podcasts or other accessible materials as part of this work -
at least twice a week. Some project will be recording almost every day. All
podcasts should have a transcript and you can use Otter.ai if you need some
support creating transcripts. If desired, a video team can support making your
content shine. It'll help to have a record of your video with good lighting and
good audio quality.
When you're getting started, please make copies of Trello boards/cards so you
can easily launch your own research. You'll add your own details. Share your
goals with KCEN on the KCEN Trello board
When you identify a need (e.g., we need 5 hotspots), please update your research
project manager, project Trello board, email KCEN and Update the KCEN Trello
board. This will make sure everyone's on the same page.
If you need a volunteer to help you with your project, use the Slack, and be
specific about what you need (and when you need it by). If you need someone
who is good at video, do you need someone that can film, someone that can edit,
or someone who can create custom animations? These are different skills so you
may need more than one person. If you need someone who can make social
media posts to promote your music video, do you need static posts, pictures, or
animated stories?
When your team identifies a pattern, research project managers need to make
sure your team updates the KCEN board so other teams can learn from your
insights.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Reminders
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6.Consider recording group meetings to make a podcast or community update. If
you're doing many film clips, consider having meetings at least weekly until all the
filming is done.

Note: Research participants are the people who answer surveys or provide
information as part of this research. In many cases, participants will be chosen
based on individual project team goals. In many instances, these participants will
be selected from secondary data analyses, including data from a community
research panel. In some instances, participants will be selected from convenience
samples in public spaces. In rarer occasions, people will be invited to participate in
the research via mailings or email lists.

Health Access Project A  group of concerned neighbors accessing behavioral
health services is outraged that funding cuts have forced the closure of a local
clinic in their predominately East African community neighborhood. They reach
out to a local university to help study the social and economic impacts of the
closure. Drawing on problems identified by the neighborhood group,
researchers decide to use focus groups, surveys and community mapping to
measure the impact of the closure. The neighbors present the study results to
the media and local politicians to highlight the need for more health services in
the neighborhood. 
Self-Advocacy Training A case manager feels that their clients need training to
advocate for themselves during doctor visits. They recruit a research team to
design an advocacy training. The team holds interviews and focus groups with
doctors, case managers and clients to identify ways to improve self- advocacy.
The team develops a brief self-advocacy training for clients based on their
research.
Peer Navigator Program A university researcher learns about the success of
peer navigator programs for people who used to be incarcerated. In this
example, peer navigators are formerly incarcerated people who help newly
released people navigate employment and other systems. The researcher
wonders if this peer navigator model could also be used to improve the health
of Black and Indigenous people coming out of inpatient mental health clinics in
South Seattle. They hire a research team, consisting of Black and Indigenous
people who have come out of inpatient mental health clinics (“lived
experience”). The team is paid to meet regularly with researchers to help plan
the project. The group partners with a community organization that hires the
peer navigators to provide services. The research staff interviews the program
participants assigned to work with peer navigators and measure their
employment and health in comparison to other people who have exited these
systems who did not receive peer navigator services. 

Examples
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You can use your research experience as an opportunity for personal and
community growth. The work you'll be doing will directly support community
members. You can help support each other to change policy, funding, and make a
difference for so many people. You can meet new people, learn new skills, help
others, take on new challenges, get work experience, and whatever else motivates
you. Altogether, there are about 80 researchers that are part of the 2020 research
effort.

In CBPR, you are not a research participant—you are helping lead a research team.
You will not be the one filling out the survey - you will be the one
creating the survey (or whatever other research methods you decide to use). It is
important to note that persons with lived experience have the brilliance, expertise,
and leadership needed to fill this role effectively. Plus, we'll support each other
with our time and with volunteers to help create the best project we can.

What Will I Get Out of Community Based Participatory Research (CBPR)?

What Do I Need to Know?

What's a Researcher?
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Respect others by listening and being open to other viewpoints
Dedication and willingness to work hard on a project
Flexibility
If you're a project manager, you also need to be well-organized

There is not simply one way to begin a research project. However, the research
project starts with a topic that is important to you. Take a look at the next page for
some suggested steps to help you move a project forward.

How Do I Start a Research Project?

Being the leader of a research project does take some special skills. Here are some
things that are helpful in a research leader with lived experience:

Curiosity
Accountability to community
Be a good communicator
Be good at telling your team when you need resources or support
Check to make sure the research project manager has what they need
Have knowledge of the community
Have rich life experience related to the research topic

What Skills Will I Need?
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Narrowing your focus at the beginning will help create clear, actionable steps at the
end. For a long interview, try to have fewer than 6 goals.
Focus on finding out what you need to learn to be successful. Or put another way, try
to figure out what you don't already know.
It's okay if some goals aren't measurable, but goals that aren't measurable should have
an action in mind (e.g. policy or contact change).

Understand the steps for parents to take in booking time with a family counselor at
school
Discover the benefits and challenges of a comparison school's counselor booking
experience
Validate community members' need for an improved therapy ordering experience
Determine how easy it is to use our Participatory Budgeting prototype

Goals Overview

Every round of research should start with well-defined goals. This will make it easier to
work together.

We recommend starting with inviting all relevant stakeholders to an introduction meeting
(or call) to define your goals together. Usually an introduction meeting includes some of
the people most affected by the problem, and any researchers, designers, software
developers, and relevant community members that are directly impacted by the research.
This could be done online or other the phone.

At the meeting, you'll work to come up with a realistic, prioritized list of goals that can be
tested in under an hour, using phone/video/in-person interviews to collect these data.
These goals can range from understanding a survey or housing application, to finding issues
with a website that must be fixed before all community members can use it (e.g., easy for
blind people, easy for Tagalog speakers).
 
Goals Tips

Example Goals

Best Practices for Goals
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Goal 1: Learn What Our Communities Think Creates True Community

Safety

Goal 1: Learn what our communities think creates true community safety
Goal 2: Learn what our communities think creates true community health
Goal 3: Learn what our communities think we need to really thrive

Goal 1: Learn what our communities think creates true community safety
Goal 2: Learn what our communities think creates true community health
Goal 3: Learn what our communities think we need to really thrive

Rename this card with your own goal
As a reminder, the research goals are to explore (and identify concrete actions):

Note: The people you are accountable to are called stakeholders. Make sure some of your
stakeholders can see and give feedback on your goals before you start collecting data.

Project Team: Enter Your Team Name Here

 

Goal 2: Learn What Our Communities Think Creates True Community
Health

Please change this "recipe" name to be the name of your second research goal
Rename this card with your own goal. As a reminder, the research goals are to learn:

Note: The people you are accountable to are called stakeholders. Make sure some of your
stakeholders can see and give feedback on your goals before you start collecting data.

Project Team: Enter Your Team Name Here
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Goal 1: Learn what our communities think creates true community safety
Goal 2: Learn what our communities think creates true community health
Goal 3: Learn what our communities think we need to really thrive

Please change this recipe name to be the name of your third research goal. If you have
more than three goals, please add more recipe cards.

Rename this card with your own goal. As a reminder, the research goals are to learn:

Note: The people you are accountable to are called stakeholders. Make sure some of your
stakeholders can see and give feedback on your goals before you start collecting data.

Project Team: Enter Your Team Name Here

Goal 3: Learn What Our Communities Think We Need to Really Thrive
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To influence policy (For example, to change the way Seattle spends public money, to
change the laws to stop making it a crime to be poor)

“A picture is worth a thousand words"

People who are often ignored or whose voices are often ignored in the community or
society
Young people in difficult circumstances
People who don't have stable housing
People with disabilities
People who are targeted because of their racial, ethnic, linguistic, religious or cultural
community or background
People whose way of life is threatened
People who are discriminated against because of class, caste, way of life, or poverty
People with chronic diseases or conditions – tuberculosis, diabetes, heart disease,
depression, etc.
People who are poor and live in rural or unincorporated areas
People who live in difficult or unacceptable conditions and want to change them

The Goals of Photovoice:

Amplify the voices for those who have been silenced and/or are seldom heard To change
the way we think about how the world works and what solutions might look like

Why should you use photovoice?
The rewards of taking photographs are immediate Photography is both fun and creative

Taking photographs or videos of familiar scenes and people can change how participants’
think about and see their social and physical environment Basic photography is easy to learn
and accessible to many people.

 
Who might use photovoice?

Photovoice
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Schools and other organizations that work with children and youth
Orphanages, group houses, homeless shelters, and other living situations for those
who need care
Organizations that work with people whose needs and humanity are commonly
ignored
Community health centers and similar health providers
Organizations that serve people with physical and mental disabilities or mental health
issues
Advocacy organizations or health and human service organizations that include
advocacy in their mission
International aid and refugee organizations

When photovoice may change peoples' opinions about themselves and their
environment
When a group’s situation needs to be publicized
When a problem needs to be publicized
When change is necessary, and photovoice can help sway policy makers
When a community assessment is needed or in progress
When you need to document the process of, or gather data for, the evaluation of an
intervention or program
When you need to hold policy makers or others accountable
When you need to document a place, an event, or a way of life that is threatened or
about to disappear

Photovoice should be a participatory, collaborative process from the beginning
Photovoice researchers and staff need training
Photovoice researchers need support
The project should result in action

Some types of organizations that could benefit by using photovoice with
participants:

 
When might you use photovoice?

How do you use photovoice?
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Training in ethical and safe photography in various situations.

Work regularly in small groups to discuss and reflect on the experience and the

pictures, and to choose each researcher's best photographs or video sequences

Group-building and training in working in a group.

Basic counseling or coaching skills.

Group facilitation skills training

Training to meet the goals of the specific project

Technical training in photography or videography, including basic composition.

Get out and take pictures

Stage an exhibit of researchers’ photographs or videos

Take action

Follow up

Evaluate

Do it again

For fixes that the City is responsible to make, pair your work with the Find It Fix It

App. Use that app to report problems, including pictures of the problem. Train other

people on how to use the app using a podcast. When your project is done, send

people a survey asking if they had used the app to report problems before, how

many problems they have reported now, and if the City has responded.

After Training

Training Needed

Plan the project with the community or group you’re working with

Recruit Photovoice researchers, a mentor/facilitator, and staff/volunteers
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Theater of the Oppressed is a non-traditional theater style used to prompt dialogue
and promote community-centered problem-solving.
It is designed to promote awareness of one’s social situation and how our bodies are
bound by tradition.
It has been used by organizers and educators worldwide for democratizing their own
organizations, analyzing problems, and preparing for action.

What is Theater of The Oppressed?

 
Usually, people play out skits which initially depict the status quo. That skit is then halted
and the actors invite the audience to work together with them to change the ending,
making it more solutions-focused. The audience might be policy-makers, it might be
community members, it could be important people affected by the problem or solution.
If you want a full guide with exercises, check out: 
https://scholarworks.umass.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1010&context=cie_capstones
 

Keep track of your team's performance(s)
The link to your team's performance:  Put the Link Here
 
Checklist

Theater of the Oppressed: Arts-Based Research Method

Discuss the problem (e.g., homelessness) with your team. Hint: This discussion could

be recorded to help create a clip for your team's podcast or report.
If your team does not have someone fluent in at least one other language, ask for a

translator or language specialist or bilingual community member to attend a

planning meeting with your team. This will make translations go smoother later,

since they can tell you if there are obvious things that will translate differently.
Develop a script that highlights the problem. It could be a "day in the life of

someone", where you show what the problem looks like in someone's lived

experience. It could be historical, where your team pretends to go back in time to

write a policy that will affect people today. It could be in the future, where people

discuss how the problem was "back in the day."
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Order any cameras or other equipment needed for the performance.
Practice the script, making sure people have a chance to know the issues at hand.

You can also start to imagine what kind of solutions might be proposed by audience

members.

Pick a day for your performance. Book interpreters and translators before sending

the Save the Date in case you'll need to change to a more accessible date. Get

confirmation of services before sending out invitations

Design graphics to promote the event. Make sure you have text descriptions for any

pictures. Text descriptions are helpful for translations and screen services.
Send graphics for translations
Invite people to save the date and share any accessibility-related things attendees

may need to know. For example, if someone will need to ask for ASL interpretation

in advance, let them know that in the Save the Date.

Confirm childcare and other needs will be met for attendees. This may mean

sending a survey as part of your promotional materials.
Confirm audience will have technology needed to attend any events or

performances. This can be done via survey or other method. Decide beforehand if

the presentation will be recorded.

Confirm whether or not people want to be recorded. If you create a pre-event

survey, let them know that audience participation is part of the presentation and

ask if they consent to be recorded.

Confirm promotions, sound, audio, recording, and posting/sharing team. This may

mean working closely with volunteers to design social media posts or flyers.
Practice your play together until everyone feels confident.
Perform your play - make sure you invite the audience to participate as part of the

play. Strongly recommend recording the stage and setting it up so that people who

don't want to be recorded know how to avoid being recorded.

Upload the recording to your Team's Google Drive Folder. Also save a copy on at

least one computer. If you have a YouTube channel as part of your team, upload it

there, too.

Link the video from YouTube/Google Drive to your newsletter or to whatever you

use for your team's weekly updates.
Create a short link using bit.ly, tinyURL or a related service. This can be shared on

social media.
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Create a social media post - or work with volunteers to create social media posts for

your video.
Share your social media posts, tagging King County Equity Now and any elected

officials you think should see your performance.

13
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Usually, meetings are recorded. If there are teammates who do not consent to be
recorded, the team will need to do a small-team debrief instead.
Remember to consider possible travel barriers and scheduling conflicts when you plan
times and locations. You may need to change the time or location later based on
research teammates' schedules and preferences.
You can meet either in person or remotely. Follow public health guidelines (e.g., masks,
hand washing, distance, group size)
All meetings should have an option to meet remotely (e.g. Zoom or Microsoft Teams).
You will be compensated for meeting attendance.
Decide in advance who will facilitate each meeting. The assigned facilitator or co-
facilitator(s) will review each meeting to ensure that they are prepared.
The project manager and supporting teammates should arrive early to set up the room,
review the agenda, greet the team members, pass out supplies and take attendance. At
the first meeting, provide team members with a folder or binder to store project
paperwork.
One teammate should begin each week’s session by reminding the team of the
previous session and confirming if anything's missing. You can also do this by watching
last week's debrief recording. This makes sure everyone is on the same page and makes
it easier to focus on what to do this week. If changes need to be made to the
minutes/recording, the project manager should make note of the corrections and make
sure that the notes/recording gets updated.
Once the meeting notes are approved (when everyone says that they're good), the
group facilitators should move immediately into the prepared agenda.

All teams will meet at least twice a week to review the previous week's progress, discuss
what was learned, and plan for the current week. At the beginning of the week, there will
be a stronger focus on setting the week's goals, and at the end of the week a stronger
focus on reflection.

Planning for group meetings

 

Planning for Meetings
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Our group will meet:
Best days of the week:
Best time of day

Meeting Schedule

Planning for Meetings    2/2

Add the attendance sheet to Trello for each meeting. Make sure everyone was
included, and you can note who was attending online by using an * next to their name.

A small group of teammates should meet after each group meeting to debrief (no longer
than 10 minutes) and outline the agenda for the next meeting. This should be recorded. It
helps the community get a sense of what's happening without having to watch a 30 to 45-
minute long meeting.

Supply Checklist (contd.)

Division of Responsibilities: List the person responsible for each task

below
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Instructions: Think about some opportunities and challenges there might be
during a research project. List these in the chart below.

Each potential researcher should take some time to list opportunities and
challenges that might come up with the CBPR approach used in the examples in
the section titled ‘What is Community-based participatory research (CBPR)?’.
Each person should also reflect on why they are interested in being part of this
project.

After completing the list, come back together and discuss these opportunities and
challenges. If anyone decides that they are not ready to commit to the project at
this time, the remaining members should work with your project manager and
Leadership to determine if we can recruit more researchers.

Opportunities

Opportunities and Challenges of CBPR

For example - It will bring attention to an issue that you feel is important

2

3

4

5

6

77

1
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Why do I want to be involved in this research?

2

3

5

6

77

1

Challenges

For example - It is a big time commitment

2

3

4

1
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Collecting Possible Solutions
Refining a Solution
Testing a Solution.

At this point, you may already have a specific topic in mind or maybe you're
feeling overwhelmed with ideas. It'll be helpful to go through some conversations
to develop your topic.  

You do not need every detail of your plan yet. You will still need input from other
people to help develop your ideas. Together, your team will talk about what you
each bring to the research topic. For example, if your project focuses on getting
hotspots to people without internet access, you will want team members who are
interested in doing in-person outreach and who have particular experiences or
expertise in finding people without internet access.

Below are some steps that may help you develop a topic. You can add your own
ideas in the space below.

Developing a Topic

Collecting Possible Solutions

Example Research Question: What are the top three (3) things each neighborhood

would change if we have $500,000 to help our community?

Example Method to Answer the Question: Create a website to collect ideas. Send

emails and postcards to invite people to participate on the website.

2

3

4

5

1
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Refining a Solution

Testing a Solution

Example Research Question: One of the top answers was to have a mutual aid

hotline. How can we use research to create a community support team that people

will use instead of 911?

Example Research Question: How effective is a community support team as an

alternative to 911 use?

Example Method to Answer the Question: Survey people to find out what they

would need from a community support team and develop a community support

team training program.

Example Method to Answer the Question: Measures changes in 911 usage after a

community support team is implemented.

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

1

1
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If your topic is too narrow, you may have trouble finding enough participants (e.g.-
formerly incarcerated African-American mothers with children under age 5).
However, if your topic is too broad, you won’t be able to complete it (Is every single
African-American in the U.S. satisfied with policing?)

Complete the exercise below to decide whether you need to further define/narrow
your top three topic ideas. You will need to reference the topics from Worksheet 2,
titled “Developing a Topic”.

If your topic is too narrow, you may have trouble finding enough participants (e.g.-
formerly incarcerated African-American mothers with children under age 5).
However, if your topic is too broad, you won’t be able to complete it (Is every single
African-American in the U.S. satisfied with policing?)

Complete the exercise below to decide whether you need to further define/narrow
your top three topic ideas. You will need to reference the topics from Worksheet 2,
titled “Developing a Topic”.

1.  Focus on a specific public safety issue. What different types of public safety
issues impact the Black community? The Black community is not a monolith, discuss
at least five different kinds of Black experiences and how specific issues may affect
each one. (Some examples: Black trans women community organizer, Black people
who are mixed with Native ancestry, Afro-Latinx people who use wheelchairs,
Second-generation Somali immigrant youth)

Narrowing the Topic

List the three topic ideas from the previous activity that you, as a team,
feel most passionate about.

Think about each of these topics and use the questions below to help
narrow the scope.

2

b

d

3

c

e

1

a
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2. Focus on a specific aspect of Black thriving. Which economic supports would help
Black people living in poverty? What would help Black people build intergenerational
wealth?

3. Focus on a specific age group. What age groups are possible targets of the
research?

4. Focus on a specific location or space. What neighborhoods or areas of the city and
county might you target? If you need help to figure out a location, Leadership can
help make maps for your team.

b

b

b

d

d

d

c

c

c

e

e

e

a

a

a
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5. What are other specific groups that you might focus on? (parents, couples,
veterans, people experiencing homelessness, people with substance use issues,
LGBTQIA+, people living in nursing homes, Oromo, etc.)

b

d

c

e

a
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At this point, you will have three well-developed topic ideas. Think about these ideas
by answering the questions below for each of your three choices and make a final
decision on where your team will focus. Fill in your final choices at the bottom of this
card.

The three choices you chose can be found at the top of your Narrowing the Topic,
Worksheet 3.

Reminder: The overall project explores: what creates true community safety, what
creates true community health, and what project would create thriving communities
for us?

What resources do you have for this project? If you need a resource, add a * next to
it so we can discuss if we can find that resource.

What challenges do you foresee if you chose this project?

How familiar are you with this topic? How familiar is your community with this
project?

Selecting a Topic

Choice 2

Choice 2

Choice 2

Choice 3

Choice 3

Choice 3

Choice 1

Choice 1

Choice 1
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Why is this project important to your community?

How likely is it that this project could be sustained? How much money do you think
could help sustain it?

How realistic/ feasible is this project? Who should help decide how feasible the
project is?

Our topic choice is:

Choice 2

Choice 2

Choice 2

Choice 3

Choice 3

Choice 3

Choice 1

Choice 1

Choice 1

Write your final topic choice here
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A research plan is an overview of what you plan to do for your project. It can be
helpful for brainstorming what you want to study and how you might accomplish that
goal. The items below will help you refine your research project. This information will
also serve as a guide throughout your research project and can help you stay focused
on the questions you want to answer.

Research Plan

Research Question (s):

Research Methods: (provide a description of how you plan to get the data you need)

Recruitment Plan: (describe how you plan to recruit people for your research)Recruitment Plan: (describe how you plan to recruit people for your research)Recruitment Plan: (describe how you plan to recruit people for your research)

Hypotheses

1.

1.

1.1.

1.

2.

2.

2.

4.

3

3

3

5.
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Engagement (describe how you will engage people for your research):

Retention (describe how you will build a relationship with people that will
encourage them to stay involved in your research project): 

Engagement/Retention Plan

Data Collection (describe how you plan to collect the data you need to answer
your research question):

Describe how much data you think is needed to answer your research questions. If

you are unsure about exactly how much data you need, you can explain how you

might determine whether or not you've collected enough data after you've started.

For example, if we interview at least 10 people and the last person is saying the

same thing as the first 9 people.

Describe how you want to measure the data you collect. This will depend on the

type of research methods you choose for this research.

Describe who will collect each type of data you plan to collect. All team members

can help collect all data or you may want to split it up. Describe how you'll split

things between teammates here.

Decide whether to measure a sample or the whole population. A sample is a small

group intended to show what the whole population is like (for example, 100 of the

1000 people who have completed the Creative Justice program). A population

includes everyone (for example. all 100 recently released people who spoke to their

probation officer in the last week). Whether you measure a sample or the whole

population will depend on the scope of your project and your team's capacity to

collect a lot of data.
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Describe in what format the data will be displayed. Check out some options on the

Arts-based research methods board. Check out the card for  Photovoice, Theater of

the Oppressed, Music Video Clips as Research, Murals/Roadmaps/Etc.

Sustainability Plan (describe how you’ll keep up with the research even when things

get hard:

Which people
and/or

organizations will
you share results

with?

e.g. Agency Y
Presentation for
case managers of

Agency Y

Pass on resources
to African

American clients

Jasmyn and
Russell will make
up presentation

What methods
will you use to

share these
results?

What do you
hope the people/
organization will

do with the
results?

Which CBPR
members are

responsible for
completing this?
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For community-based projects, it is wise to strategically think about your available
community resources. We offer the following acronym, CNP to guide your efforts.
Collaborate with people and organizations. Others in the community may have a
similar project or mission. An existing local Advisory Board may help with your
research project as one part of their duties.
Network with others. Tell people you know about the project and ask them to share
resources.
Partner with community organizations. Build strong relationships in which all teams
benefit. The organization may provide you with a meeting room and the research will
help them improve their services for African-Americans impacted by policing. This
may be an opportunity to work with an agency to write a grant together. The
appendix provides additional information on working with community partners. 
Discuss ways that you can collaborate, network or partner with other organizations
and write them below.

Resource Analysis

Needed Resources

Available Resources

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

1

1
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Now that you have developed a topic, you will work on a preliminary timeline.
You will be meeting with both your small research team and the larger team of
researchers on a weekly basis. Individual team meetings will almost always be
recorded (in rare cases your team may decide to always have a recorded debrief
meeting right after your team meeting to discuss what was said). Larger meetings of
all the researchers on this project will not be recorded, but the debrief following that
larger team meeting will be recorded.

After your initial timeline is created with your team, every week going forward, your
team will be meeting early in the week to check-in, review the previous week's
progress, set goals for the current week and discuss what you learned. This is a great
opportunity to update the accomplishments and make sure that the project stays on
track. This meeting will be recorded.

Throughout the week, you will be doing activities such as interviews, focus groups,
photography, creating video and/or theatre for your research project. All of these
activities will be recorded. You will also have debriefs of these activities, which will
also be recorded.

The weekly all teams meeting will be an opportunity to share with other teams what
you have been doing and what you have learned. You will also learn about what
others are doing. This will be a facilitated discussion to make sure all voices are heard.
There will also be an opportunity to breakout by affinity group and have deeper
discussions about topics that will be determined at a later date. This meeting will not
be recorded. Following this meeting, we will have a debrief and that will be recorded.

Why do many recordings? Accountability. This project is moving fast and we want to
bring community along and share in the process. Quick videos are a great way to do 
that. We also will use recording to recruit other community researchers, highlight the
work of community organizations, and share insights with teams around the world.

Organizing the Project - Setting Your Timeline
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Week 1 Tasks

Week 2 Tasks

Week 3 Tasks

Week 4 Tasks

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

1

1

1

1
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Week 9 Tasks

Week 10 Tasks

Week 11 Tasks

Week 12 Tasks

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

1

1

1

1
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Week 17 Tasks

2

3

4

5

1
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What is a "Dialogue" and Why Should Your Community Host One?
A "dialogue" is a community conversation that can take many forms. It can involve five
people around a kitchen table, several hundred people at a large event or in a video call.

A community dialogue can help:

Expand the base of people and voices (i.e. youth, elders, business, faith communities,
grassroots leaders, people who are incarcerated)

Reach common ground - integrate the work of more formal institutions and partnerships
with the expertise and leadership from neighborhoods and grassroots groups
Surface common issues and the resources to address them - help identify barriers to
positive change and uncover innovative solutions

Sustain ongoing community discussion between the many groups and partnerships in a
community

Build your group's capacity to act on its ideas
Launch new initiatives, grow new teams, and strengthen the impact of existing community
improvement partnerships

Focus business, foundations, and organizational money towards community benefit - align
communities' policies and resource allocation with what creates health

Break through community "turf wars" and connect fragmented resources - build the public
consensus and commitment necessary to generate action for better outcomes
Stimulate action and track progress for accountability

Generate local media attention

Help leaders of all sectors to see their roles in building healthy, sustainable communities

Be a part - vocal and visible - of the nationwide healthy communities movement

Community Dialogues or Community Conversations
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Where Can a Dialogue Happen?

Who Can Participate in or Host the Dialogue?

Everyone has a role to play in building community and creating health. The vitality of our
communities and democracy relies upon the active participation of every person. Anyone
can participate in a dialogue. Seek diversity! Think about how to engage people who have
different things to say about race, culture, class, and location to gather participants.
Anyone can meet and host a "healthy community" conversation, including:

Online, including video calls
At kitchen tables
In the workplace
In parent teacher groups like PTSA or PTO
Protests or teach-ins
Social media live feeds
At community centers
In neighborhoods
In places of worship
At service club meetings (i.e. Rotary, Lions, Junior League, sororities and fraternities)
In meetings of existing partnerships
In board rooms
In the halls of government

Neighborhood leaders
Youth
Business people
Public health and medical care professionals
Faith leaders
Seniors
Households
Roommates
People who don't have stable housing
Educators
Community organizers
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What Makes Healthy People and a Healthy Community?

What makes healthy people and communities? We're going to learn more about this
together. Health is more than the absence of disease. Health is about having a great well-
being: cultural, mental, physical, emotional, and spiritual. Health is wholeness and thriving.
It includes a sense of belonging to community and experiencing control over your life.

Optimal health is a by-product of people realizing their potential and living in a community
that works. "Community" can be everything from a neighborhood to a metropolitan region.
It can be the workplace or a group of shared interests and faith. In the end, our
"community" is where we are and who we are with.

What makes a healthy community? It's a place that is continually creating and improving
its physical and social environments, and expanding the community resources that enable
people to support each other in living their best lives and in developing themselves to
their maximum potential.

A healthy community is not a perfect place, but it's a dynamic state of renewal and
improvement. It builds a culture that supports healthy life choices and a high quality of life.
It aligns its practices, policies, and resource allocation to sustain:

Engaged citizenry
Diversity
Ethical behavior
Courage
Quality education systems
Childhood development
Vibrant economy
Support networks
Livable wages
Voluntarism
Adequate and affordable housing
Accessible transportation
Openness to change
Responsiveness
Innovation
Patience
Governance
Dynamic faith
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Communities
Culture
Clean air
Safe Water
Continuous improvement
Strong families
Safe neighborhoods
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How Do You Host a Dialogue?

There is no one best way to host a dialogue. It depends upon what you want to
accomplish. Tailor an approach that works best for your objectives, setting, participants,
time, and capacity.

The following six scenarios are examples of some types of dialogues.

Scenario 1 - Mature partnership or coalition

This group's goal may be to focus and deepen their current work on health and quality -of-
life issues. Or it may be to attract new and more diverse participants. They may want to
reflect on and highlight learning or bring media attention to their efforts.

Scenario 2 - Mobilizing youth

A youth group at school or in a club setting. This group might want to make sense of their
community dynamics or address the pressures and support they find in the community.
They may want to identify key issues and become active on something important to them
and their future.

Scenario 3 -Faith group

A church, mosque, or synagogue group. Faith leaders may want to engage the
congregation in service to the neighborhood on a key issue. They may want to increase
membership by taking action in the community.
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Scenario 4 - Your kitchen table

You might just want to invite a few neighbors over to enhance neighborhood cohesion or
talk about a few rough issues. It could help build bridges across lines of race and class to
work on something collaborative.

Scenario 5 - Community organization

A membership organization or service club (i.e. Chamber of Commerce, United Way, Lions,
Rotary, neighborhood association, civil rights organization). An intact organization or group
may want to identify opportunities for stimulating positive change in the community at a
regularly scheduled meeting. Maybe it's time to consider what's making leadership difficult
on a key issue facing the community.

Scenario 6 - On campus

At the college or university. Students, faculty, administrators, staff, and community
residents get together to listen and learn from each other and discover some possible ways
to work together.

Preparation will assist you in making your dialogue count. In the end it can help your
group develop, focus, and act on the issues that are identified. It can take from two to five
weeks to prepare for and complete a dialogue. A dialogue can last from one to three hours
with anywhere from five to 500 people. It depends upon you scope and capacity. The
following steps will help you prepare for your community dialogue. Of course, you should
feel free to modify the steps to fit your purpose, group, and circumstances.

Access Resources

Check Related Topics on the Community Tool Box at the end of this section.

How Do You Make Your Dialogue Count?

To make your findings count, record them, and use them. Make sure that the results of
your conversations turn into action by getting the results out to the community and
officials within ten days of the dialogue. Follow up in check-ins about what you're learning.
Ask each person to share what has been learned and to keep the conversation going.
Remember that each of us contributes to community well being simply by participating in
community conversations.
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Prepare For Your Dialogue

Build a Dialogue Team to host the event. A team approach to convening a dialogue will
help to build ownership and spread the tasks involved. The team can help you to define
goals for the project. Identify a few people that you have worked with before and have
credibility with -- and invite them to the dialogue.

Determine your own goals for the dialogue. Your community may have some specific
goals for the dialogue itself and the information received from it. The design of the
dialogue session should reflect this. Your community might want to deepen existing
work in the community or reflect on lessons learned. Your community may also want to
start a new group to address community issues. Be creative in your design to ensure an
unobtrusive blending with other local activity.

Determine the group of participants. Who would you like to bring together to share
ideas and opinions? To minimize the effort required for recruitment, you may find it
easiest to partner with an existing group. This will allow you to use their network. You
may also wish to bring in new voices to your group. Dialogue groups may be as small as
five people or as large as 500 - it's just a matter of how your dialogue is designed, what
you want to accomplish, and how much time you have. Most groups will include from
12 to 30 participants and last an hour and a half.

Select and prepare your facilitator. Good facilitation is critical to a successful dialogue.
You should enlist an experienced facilitator or someone who is a good listener and can
inspire conversation while remaining neutral. Attributes of a good facilitator can be
found on our website. It is important for the facilitator to get comfortable with the
Dialogue questions and determine how to best design the conversation.

Set a place, date, and time for your dialogue. Choose a spot that is comfortable and
accessible. Dialogues can be conveniently held in someone's home, a community center,
place of worship, library, or private dining room of a local restaurant. Hospitals, schools,
and businesses often have conference rooms or cafeterias where groups can meet.
Keeping sites convenient to the participants is key. Determine the time period (from 1-3
hours). Be sure to give a minimum of two weeks' notice of your dialogue meeting. A
reminder call 2 days before the event will help to increase attendance.
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Create an inviting environment. Seating arrangements are important in a smaller group.
To assure strong interaction, place seats in a circle or in a "U" formation. Refreshments
(or food for a breakfast or lunch meeting) are a welcome and appropriate sign of
appreciation but are not absolutely necessary. Many times, local businesses are willing
to donate refreshments for community meetings.

Invite Participants

Plan To Record Your Dialogue

Conducting the Dialogue

People are naturally attracted to people who speak from commitment and possibility.
Trust yourself! People want to talk about what's possible in their communities. This is
not like pulling teeth. Determine how to access your desired participants. Contact
friends, co-workers, or specific community groups. Personal contact makes the
difference! A telephone call with a follow-up letter or flier with the details is usually
very effective. Don't worry if someone says no.

Designate a person on the Dialogue Team to take notes and summarize important
points. The recorder doesn't need to keep a word-by-word account of the conversation,
but should summarize the group's views during their interaction. It's just as important to
note areas of disagreement as consensus. Obtaining quotations and stories from
participants is essential. The facilitator should plan to sit down with the recorder
immediately after the dialogue to review the notes and prepare a summary.

Greet participants. It is important for the facilitator to greet participants as they arrive
to develop rapport prior to the dialogue. This will help put guests at ease and encourage
them to speak up.

Remember, if you wish to have a specific number of people in your group, you may
need to recruit 1 1/2 to 2 times as many. If you want a large group that involves many
community constituencies, it may be wise to advertise the dialogue in newsletters or
fliers placed where people gather: in coffee shops, grocery stores, gyms, day care
centers, places of worship, community centers, or libraries.

Remember, if you wish to have a specific number of people in your group, you may
need to recruit 1 1/2 to 2 times as many. If you want a large group that involves many
community constituencies, it may be wise to advertise the dialogue in newsletters or
fliers placed where people gather: in coffee shops, grocery stores, gyms, day care
centers, places of worship, community centers, or libraries.
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Introduction. The facilitator should introduce herself or himself and thank the
participants for attending. A brief introduction, stating the purpose of the dialogue and
the importance of asking the community for their opinions should follow. If the group is
small, the facilitator may ask each participant to introduce herself or himself.

Initiate the dialogue. These seven primary questions with a series of sub-questions are
ideas to stimulate and guide the group 's conversation. Not all sub-questions need to be
asked. You should tailor the dialogue to your community's needs. Each question has
been researched to determine its reliability; however, slight adjustments may be
needed. If the group is large, the facilitator may wish to project the questions on
overhead transparencies for all to see.

Engage the media and document the event. Some groups will want to have local media
present to report on the dialogue and its findings. You may also want to take a few
photos or video clips of the event.

Concluding The Dialogue and Next Steps

At the end of the dialogue, the facilitator can remind the group that simply taking the
time to share ideas and personal values with fellow citizens is important. The group may
consider some possible next steps but should not feel obliged to do something together.
The group recorder may verbally summarize the dialogue and should then plan to send
the notes to the participants.

For groups that want to do something more, here are a few possible next steps:

The group may be excited about a particular idea it would like to take action on and
agree to meet again to develop some action plans.

The group may decide to have a more in-depth conversation and involve some missing
voices and perspectives from their neighborhood (or to involve their elected
representatives and the local newspaper).

The group may decide to have additional dialogues on other subjects of importance to
them.

The group may share information about existing community efforts that could benefit
from volunteers and additional leadership.

Facilitators may wish to direct interested members to learn about other successful
community efforts around the nation.
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Invest in Community-Led Research Process to Generate True
Public Safety Informed by Community Needs

Initial investments, funded by divestments from SPD’s budget, should go to funding a 2020
summer/fall participatory research process that will be crucial to the task of reimagining a world built
on a community vision for public safety and health. Policing and community safety are fundamentally
racial justice issues, so a broad coalition of directly-impacted people of color must take the lead in
shaping the solutions for creating sustained community safety beyond saturated policing. Seattle
residents who are most directly impacted by police, policies and practices have never been given the
time and space to develop and offer alternatives to these inadequate, unjust and violent police
responses. Years of bloated police budgets have reflected a consistent lack of investment in Black
communities. This non investment has exacerbated racial inequities in Seattle. It has created less
community safety and more harm for Black residents.

The community-led research process will inform the vision for a world where we shift away from our
reliance on policing and move towards addressing root causes and unmet needs. A world where
instead of being met with an armed officer who is more likely to kill BIPOC community members,
people are instead met with support, services, and care so they can thrive. The community-led
research is in itself a community safety measure.
City-wide dialogues about expanded notions of community safety will inform the direction City
leaders need to move forward with further cuts to SPD’s budget. The funding from the City to
support the research will allow people who are most directly impacted by police contact and
surveillance to systematically produce their own solutions to guide the City’s next steps. Without
community voice and leadership, any proposed solutions are likely to be short-sighted, incomplete,
and actively harmful.

A portion of the research will be explicitly focused on defining community safety and offering specific
recommendations and support to community organizations as they scale and build capacity. This may
include providing analyses or projections that inform staffing or resource allocation as community
organizations scale, and in turn will inform the 2021 budgeting process. The research will also be
exploring, testing, and evaluating different strategies to achieve safer communities. One strategy we
will be exploring is increasing access to high speed internet and technology. While this was an acute
need in our communities before Covid-19, we anticipate addressing this need will be critical to
allowing community members to socially distance during a time where disproportionately more
BIPOC community members are becoming sick or dying from COVID-19. 
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With schools, workplaces, and public services moving online, we are hearing strong
concerns from our community that many are being left behind (especially for people who
speak languages other than English, people with disabilities, and people without access to
safe shelter). We are also hearing about the need to explore health concerns, including
COVID-19, that disproportionately impact the BIPOC community. Our plan includes a
deep exploration of how effective research and outreach can be done in this challenging
context. Our recommendations and evaluations are also anticipated outcomes from the
Summer/Fall research. This will inform the 2021 budgeting process.

This community-led research process will transition into a 2021 Participatory Budgeting
process for the Public Safety sections of the city budget. We envision most of the funds
for these processes would come out of the police budget, though we recognize other City
departments may contribute funds as well.

Process must be community designed and controlled
Trust is essential to collecting good data, and the City has a long track record of
misusing its trust. In part because of the City’s long track record of supporting
harmful policies and procedures, many community members do not trust the City
to lead an effective research process. The pattern of collecting data and
recommendations and then doing little to nothing with the results must end. By
supporting and funding a community-led research process, the City will tangibly
address this legacy of using data to justify or ignore the harm done to these
communities.

Process must provide tangible support for participants
Since city officials are paid to plan for public safety, community members should
not be expected to come up with solutions on a volunteer basis. Paying
community members to be involved in this dialogue will offer income support to
the communities most directly impacted by COVID-19 and the economic crisis.
Funding should be provided immediately to source the staffing and support for
this process to be successful. The scale of this work cannot be met with unpaid
labor alone, especially when some community members must prioritize meeting
their needs for food, shelter, and other basic needs during a global pandemic.

Values Guiding Participatory Research Process:
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We anticipate the full community-led research process to be about 12% of the total
funds received for our proposal, but our blueprint focuses on securing funding for the
summer and fall activities immediately. Additional research investments would increase
the number of organizations that can participate in this community-led, participatory
research. Research activities include funds to resolve community issues identified during
the research (e.g., a need for more PPE), research analysis, and reporting activities.
Below are the overall research activities we would fund with an initial $3M investment
(see appendix for more details and estimated dollar amounts):

Staffing, training, administrative and technical support, and materials
COVID-related support
Removing institutional barriers
Data collection and analysis
Data reporting and presentations

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

BIPOC-leadership, particularly with youth leaders or a youth advisory council
Experience with people who have first-hand experience with policing systems
Experience with Black youth
Experience with centering the experiences of BIPOC people who are LGBTQ+
Experience working with BIPOC youth in culturally-responsive ways that
promote youth leadership
Experience with people who are disproportionately present in juvenile justice
system, foster care, or experiencing homelessness
Experience with people with disabilities

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

Research activities

Criteria for organizations receiving funding:

The organizations to be funded must not have a financial conflict of interest with police
departments.
Funded organizations would share some of the following characteristics:
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July - December 2020

King County Equity Now and community members start preliminary research to test
accessible language and expand support for the summer/fall research project (on-
going)
Preliminary work plan and selection of participating organizations, in partnership
with community members
Participating organizations announced (additional organizations may be added on a
rolling basis)
Disburse funding
Finalize hiring
Deliver research skills training workshops for youth researchers, adult researchers,
and support staff
Update work plan based on participants’ research goals and preliminary needs
assessment
Implement initial round of research to test participatory budgeting accessibility
considerations, as well as community-led research on what health and safety
actually means, including (but not limited to) alternatives to policing
Complete regular and ongoing community-report-backs to share preliminary
findings as the project continues. Assess community needs and resolve urgent
issues.
Implement additional round(s) of research to test participatory budgeting
accessibility considerations, and equity-centered participatory budgeting process
Continue community-led research on what health and safety actually means,
including (but not limited to) alternatives to policing
Complete regular community report backs, and share additional findings. Assess for
community needs and resolve urgent issues. Update reports based on community
feedback
Share road map for how to engage in an accessible and equity-centered 2021-2022
participatory budgeting process.

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Timeline
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A literature review summarizes the published research on a specific topic. The review helps
a researcher become familiar with the topic and may help identify gaps in the research that
your project can fill. The review should be brief (1-2 pages) and should be presented mainly
using detailed bullet points.

Introduction

Define the review topic
Ex- employment needs for young African Americans (age 15-24) with current 
 criminal injustice system involvement.

Organize results by themes/ areas
Disparities in primary care, disparities in hospital care, disparities in mental health
care

Summarize the key findings of the research in general
Identify gaps in the research and bullet point opportunities for future research

Keep a list of all citations (cite in text as well)

Summarize the type and number of research findings available for review

Highlight studies with the most rigorous scientific designs

Literature Review Template

Body

Conclusion

References
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Appendix B: Priorities for 2021 Seattle Budget to Address Public Safety and Health 
Based on Preliminary Community Feedback from  

Black Brilliance Research Project 
10.22.2020 

 
Note: This additional report is not the same as the Preliminary Community Research 

Report anticipated in December 2020 



	
Priorities	for	2021	Seattle	Budget	to	Address	Public	Safety	and	Health 

Based	on	Preliminary	Community	Feedback	from	Black	Brilliance	Research	Project 
10.22.2020 

 
In	our	Black	Brilliance	Research	project,	the	number	one	priority	that	people	have	identified	when	
we	ask	what	produces	safety	is	housing,	followed	closely	by	mental	health	supports.	The	tables	
below	reflect	these	conversations	and	priorities.	People	generally	report	that	they	want	to	shrink	
the	police,	deprioritize	the	role	of	government	workers	as	the	first	responders	(and	instead	use	
trained	and	hyper-local	community	teams	as	the	first	line	for	addressing	harm	in	cases	that	are	not	
emergencies),	and	design	thoughtful	and	nuanced	plans	for	next	steps.	In	many	instances,	we’re	
learning	there	are	several	people	who	already	do	front	line	work	addressing	harm	themselves,	
because	of	the	fear	of	police	making	situations	worse	or	lethal.	In	our	research,	we’re	exploring	
more	details	about	dignified	pay	and	working	conditions	for	people	doing	this	work.	We	will	also	
continue	to	discuss	how	community-led	teams	should	be	integrated	into	crisis	responses	that	may	
need	the	support	of	a	government	employee	to	help	resolve	safely.	At	the	end	of	the	day,	
community	members	state	they	do	not	trust	the	current	status	quo	where	police	budgets	have	
grown	unchecked	and	unquestioned	for	so	long,	at	the	expense	of	primarily	Black	and	Indigenous	
lives. 
 
For	this	preliminary	update	from	the	Black	Brilliance	Research	Project,	we	have	seven	community	
organizations	and	over	100	researchers	who	have	engaged	in	local	and	digital	community	events,	
teach-ins,	surveys,	and	interviews	to	inform	the	findings.	Researchers	are	primarily	Black	and	
surveyed	people	from	many	racial,	ethnic,	and	linguistic	communities,	with	a	focus	on	centering	the	
lived	experiences	of	Black	people.	Teams	use	a	variety	of	methodology-	including	arts-based	
methodology	like	photovoice,	digital	storytelling,	story-mapping,	message-testing,	archival	
research,	geographic	information	systems,	and	more.		In	nearly	all	cases,	these	results	reflect	
specific	feedback	from	community	members	about	topics	related	to	what	creates	true	community,	
safety,	health,	and	thriving.	Some	of	these	findings	are	also	from	the	community	needs	assessment	
survey.	This	survey	is	available	in	fifteen	languages	and	includes	a	question	about	what	community	
members	would	do	with	$200M	to	invest.	 
 
For	this	preliminary	report,	we	focus	on	the	big	picture	takeaways	from	the	research	so	far.	We	
anticipate	reporting	on	more	specific	details	and	nuance	in	early	November.	Today,	we’re	
highlighting	the	specific	feedback	we	have	heard	from	Black	people	-	although	there	are	many	other	
communities	to	report	about	once	the	funds	are	released.	In	most	cases,	even	though	we	focused	on	
the	priorities	for	Black	people,	we	do	not	anticipate	big	changes	in	these	preliminary	findings.	Non-
Black	community	members	have	largely	recommended	the	same	big	picture	ideas	and	typically	
provided	fewer	details	about	how	to	implement	these	priorities.	The	ease,	speed,	and	details	by	
which	Black	community	members	voiced	their	priorities	informed	the	current	highlights	we	share	
below. 
 
Black	community	members	are	imagining	safety	for	the	first	time,	and	they	are	excited	to	share	
their	vision	and	build	out	new	research	to	test	and	develop	actionable	recommendations.	Many	
have	been	doing	grassroots	and	relational	work	for	years	to	set	the	foundation	for	this	research	
project’s	creation	and	success.	They	have	seen	the	devastating	impact	of	policing	on	vulnerable	
communities,	including	Black	and	Indigenous	communities.	 
 



This	working	document	is	designed	to	quickly	organize	the	themes	and	information	we	are	initially	
hearing	in	the	Black	Brilliance	Research	Project. 
 

Key	divestments	that	people	want	to	see 

Big	Picture Priorities	from	Black	community	
members 

Important	contextual	notes 

Community	wants	less	
investments	in	policing	
systems	(including	police,	
court	system,	etc).	
Currently	community	is	
less	interested	in	detailing	
which	police	functions	to	
keep	but	instead	want	to	
focus	on	shrinking	the	
role	of	police	and	limiting	
police	contact	with	the	
public. 

• Many	community	
members	are	fearful	of	
police	contact	because	
there	are	far	too	many	
stories	and	experiences	of	
Black	community	
members	being	murdered	
and	harmed,	families	
separated.	

• When	people	are	harmed	
by	police,	community	
members	do	not	grieve	
any	less	when	we	learn	the	
police	officer	is	a	woman	
or	a	Person	of	Color	(POC).	

• There	is	strong	consensus	
on	the	need	to	reduce	
investments	in	police,	and	
there	is	a	diversity	of	
thought	about	what	this	
might	look	like.		

• Community	members	
prioritize	reinvestments	
that	will	reduce	crime	and	
increase	safety	by	
prioritizing	the	specific	
needs	of	Black	
communities.	

•  There	are	some	generational	
differences	in	Black	community	
voices,	but	the	data	to	date	are	
clear	that	reducing	the	size	of	
the	police	has	broad	
intergenerational	support. 
•  Some	communities	within	
the	Black	community	have	
strong	consensus	about	the	
need	to	divest	money	from	
police-	especially	the	Black	
disabled	community	and	the	
Black	trans	and	Black	queer	
communities. 
•  In	many	cases	community	
members	feel	so	unsafe	with	
police	that	they	avoid	calling	
them	altogether	because	police	
do	not	prevent	harm-	they	
show	up	after	harm	has	been	
done	(and	often	don’t	provide	a	
helpful	service	that	resolves	the	
issue) 

Community	wants	less	
investments	in	
government	employee	
responses	to	harm,	
including	social	workers.	
Currently,	community	is	
more	interested	in	
investing	in	local	and	self-
determining	responses	to	
harm. 

• Scale	up	existing	Black-led	
crisis	intervention	teams,	
violence	preventions	
programs,	health	
relationships	programs,	
and	intergenerational	
supports	

• Create	infrastructure	
where	community	
members	are	deployed	
before	a	government	

•  There	is	a	recognition	that	
many	issues	are	best	resolved	
proactively	or	at	least	before	
they	become	a	full	crisis	-	but	
there	is	currently	no	clear	
mechanism	to	engage	those	
systems	or	supports-	and	not	
many	people	know	about	a	lot	
of	them. 
•  Neighborhood-based	teams	
are	a	model	that	community	



employee	to	address	
situations,	when	possible	

members	describe	as	being	
helpful	for	creating	safer,	
healthier	communities.	A	rapid	
response	that	is	based	on	
accountable	relationships	is	
more	effective	than	powerful	
armed	strangers,	which	is	often	
the	current	status	quo. 
•  People	are	eager	to	build	and	
scale	up	organizations	
immediately. 
•  Many	Black	people	reject	the	
idea	police	can	somehow	
reform	or	improve	themselves,	
even	though	some	of	these	
same	Black	people	have	
advocated	for	reform	in	the	
past.			 

 
One	of	the	biggest	takeaways	from	the	research	so	far	is	that	community	members	are	eager	to	
imagine	in	detail	a	world	with	less	policing	and	more	investments	in	the	things	that	actually	keep	us	
safe	(e.g.,	getting	needs	met	and	looking	out	for	each	other).	The	table	below	offers	preliminary	
findings	from	the	research	for	investments	needed	to	generate	true	public	safety	that	could	render	
policing	obsolete	if	fully	implemented.	These	include	housing,	mental	health,	youth	services,	
intergenerational	supports,	and	access	to	thriving	economic	and	employment	ecosystems.	 
 

Housing	Reinvestments 

Big	Picture Priorities	from	Black	community	
members 

Important	contextual	notes 

Housing-first	
models	and	non-
coercive	case	
management 

1. Communities	are	eager	for	
non-coercive	and	non--
punitive	ways	to	help	people	
secure	housing-	that	way	
they	can	work	on	other	
needs	in	privacy	and	with	
dignity	and	rest.	

2. Even	people	who	work	in	
criminal	legal	system	roles	
or	processes	want	
alternatives	that	would	
connect	people	to	
supportive	housing	

3. Black	people	report	that	in	
the	current	status	quo,	they	
feel	coerced	to	engage	in	

•  Black	people	want	autonomy	over	
our	lives	and	the	ability	to	self-
determine	what	will	be	most	
effective	for	our	communities,	
without	having	to	justify	it	to	non-
Black	communities. 
•  Ending	homelessness	is	a	key	
priority	for	many	Black	people. 
•  Black	people	are	generally	
supportive	of	Black	people	having	
access	to	dignified	non-congregate	
housing	(read:	not	shelters)	as	much	
as	possible. 
•  Black	trans	people,	Black	queer	
people,	and	Black	people	who	work	
stigmatized	jobs	or	with	criminal	



anti-Blackness	to	get	their	
needs	met.	This	may	mean	
having	to	focus	on	trying	to	
please	the	case	manager	or	
reinforcing	white	savior	
narratives	just	to	get	their	
needs	met.	

4. In	some	cases	in	order	to	get	
case	management	and	help	
navigating	supports,	Black	
people	have	to	make	
difficult	choices	to	remove	
people	from	their	household	
or	add	people	to	meet	some	
eligibility	requirements	

records	all	speak	about	the	need	for	
non-coercive	and	dignified	housing	
that	is	culturally	affirming. 

Homelessness	
services	that	
actually	account	for	
legal	and	illegal	
housing	
discrimination	 

1. Many	housing	support	
services	actively	practice	
anti-Blackness.	These	
practices	include:	
discriminating	against	Black	
trans	people,	Black	people	
who	are	homeless,	Black	
people	with	disabilities,	
Black	people	who	use	
Section	8	or	subsidized	
housing,	Black	people	with	
criminal	records,	Black	
families	fleeing	violence,	and	
Black	youth	in	foster	care	or	
similar	precarious	housing	
situations.		

1. In	many	instances,	people	
were	in	precarious	situations	
before	they	became	
homeless,	and	early	
intervention	would	have	
made	a	big	difference	in	their	
lives.	

2. Property	managers	have	a	lot	
of	discretion	about	what	
paperwork	they	will	accept.	
Claiming	the	paperwork	is	
not	good	enough	creates	a	
context	where	people	can	be	
denied	housing	in	ways	that	
are	not	easily	provable	as	
racist.	It	is	very	difficult	for	
many	Black	people,	
particularly	the	people	in	
precarious	situations	to	have	
the	resources	to	get	
adequate	and	dignified	
documentation	(especially	
during	COVID).	

3. Black	people	with	disabilities	
face	unique	challenges	to	
accessible	housing	and	
transportation	and	wellness.	
Community	members	tell	
stories	about	the	struggles	
related	to	mental	health	and	
neurodivergence	-	including	
the	fear	of	police	causing	



harm	or	death	to	people	with	
disabilities.	

4. People	with	disabilities	face	
unique	challenges	related	to	
accessing	homelessness	
services,	and	some	Black	
people	may	choose	to	try	to	
mask	their	disability	to	
reduce	the	risk	of	additional	
discrimination	or	
institutional	violence.	

More	“Right	to	
Return”	or	similar	
processes	to	
address	
gentrification	and	
bring	Black	people	
back	into	Seattle-	
especially	the	
Central	District 

1. Specific	policies	and	
practices	that	explicitly	
prioritize	restoring	the	
cultural	connection	to	
spaces	are	important.	

2. Most	Black	community	
members	from	the	Central	
District	want	to	return	there	
if	there	is	an	opportunity.	

3. There	is	strong	interest	in	
learning	more	about	what	
the	City	and	County	to	do	to	
facilitate	more	return	of	
Black	people	to	their	family	
and	community	homes.	

1. Communities	speak	about	
how	there	is	over-policing	
and	over-surveillance	but	
not	a	similar	level	of	energy	
at	making	sure	that	Black	
people	are	welcomed	and	
invited	into	spaces-	even	
spaces	that	have	historically	
housed	and	benefited	from	
the	unique	brilliance	of	Black	
people	and	creatives.	

Housing	as	a	means	
to	create	healing	
community	and	
thriving 

1. In	addition	to	the	above	
points,	many	Black	
community	members	talked	
about	the	need	for	
transformative	healing	
practice	and	the	value	of	
sharing	space	as	part	of	our	
ancestral	practice.		

2. Community	members	often	
describe	housing	as	a	way	to	
heal	harms-	and	
gentrification	as	a	harm	that	
is	being	done	to	Black	
communities.		

3. Black	trans	community	
members	describe	how	
housing	can	create	a	safe	
community	for	sharing	and	
healing	from	the	harms	of	
transphobia	and	as	a	way	to	
prevent	the	

1. Some	people	we’ve	talked	to	
describe	addressing	
gentrification	as	a	public	
health	priority.	Seeing	it	as	
one	manifestation	of	
institutional	racism	and	anti-
Blackness.	

2. Elder-specific	housing	
considerations	are	an	
important	topic	in	many	
conversations,	including	the	
need	for	housing	that	allows	
communities	to	heal	
intergenerational	traumas	

3. Black	trans	and	Black	queer	
communities	are	eager	to	
have	collective	housing	that	
creates	safety	from	harm	and	
death	while	also	allowing	
community	members	to	



disproportionate	deaths	of	
Black	trans	women,	in	
particular.		

create	art	and	healing	living	
spaces	togther	

Housing	alongside	
business	
development	and	
transportation	
projects 

1. Many	community	members	
speak	about	the	need	for	
economics	to	be	integrated	
into	housing	development	
project	-	with	a	focus	on	
creating	housing	near	the	
jobs	and	transportation	that	
people	need	to	be	safer,	
healthier,	and	to	thrive.	

2. Some	projects	that	Black	
community	members	
support	includes	the	
thoughtful	repurposing	of	
commercial	buildings	into	
mixed-use	development	
with	more	housing-	but	for	
intergenerational	families.	

3. Many	community	members	
discussed	how	important	it	
is	to	bolster	and	support	a	
successful	ecosystem	of	
Black-owned	businesses	and	
services.	

1. Some	community	members	
point	to	how	some	
transportation	infrastructure	
signals	upcoming	
gentrification	(e.g.,	bike	lanes	
or	residential	streets	closed	
to	thru	traffic)	

2. One	of	the	effects	of	
gentrification	is	the	closing	
of	relevant	shops-	like	
beauty	supply	stores,	hair	
salons,	braiding	shops,	and	
barbershops	that	have	the	
skills	to	offer	stellar	service	
and	wellness	to	Black	clients.	
Some	people	shared	stories	
of	how	these	cultural	
anchors	serve	as	important	
sites	for	rites	of	passage	and	
therapeutic	conversation	and	
relationship	building.	

Housing	that	is	
designed	and	built	
by	Black	
community	
members	 

1. Workforce	diversity,	
including	in	high-paid	and	
unionized	jobs	like	those	
available	in	construction	is	a	
strong	consideration	for	
community	members.	

2. Workforce	diversity	for	new	
development,	construction,	
transportation,	and	public	
work	projects	was	a	
common	theme	when	
people	talked	about	how	
changes	should	be	
implemented.	

1. Like	many	other	areas	in	this	
document,	community	
members	are	open	to	
including	non-Black	allies	in	
this	work,	as	long	as	the	
process	and	work	is	centered	
on	improving	the	material	
conditions	of	Black	people	-	
including	Black	workers.	

Creative	uses	of	
existing	properties	
to	foster	art	spaces	
and	other	
community	

1. For	some	community	
members,	there	is	a	strong	
interest	in	learning	about	
land	use	policy	and	how	
zoning	may	foster	black	
homeowners	being	able	to	

1. It	is	common	for	Black	
people	to	open	their	homes	
to	other	people	and	to	non-
residential	purposes,	like	
creating	mini-community	



practices	and	
growth 

keep	their	homes	-	by	
allowing	these	homes	to	also	
serve	as	sites	for	artists	and	
other	creative	uses.	

2. Some	large	buildings	may	
just	needs	repairs	and	
remodeling	but	could	serve	
as	a	community	space.	

spaces	for	community	
organizing.	

2. There	are	some	properties	
that	are	underutilized	
because	they	need	
investments	to	increase	
safety	(e.g.,	add	elevators	for	
accessibility)	-	and	many	
programs	that	are	actively	
looking	for	space.	

There	are	too	many	
vacant	houses	in	
Seattle,	and	too	few	
Black	people	living	
in	Seattle 

1. Black	people	express	
concern	that	we	have	a	
housing	crisis,	with	so	many	
Black	people	experiencing	
homelessness	while	wealthy	
people	use	vacant	homes	as	
tax	perks	instead	of	housing	
that	could	be	used	for	
community	

1. There	are	questions	about	
how	to	effectively	approach	
stopping	the	hoarding	of	
resources,	and	no	consensus	
on	what	can	be	done	to	
address	this.	

2. Some	community	members	
mention	perhaps	a	tax	or	
other	budgetary	tool	can	be	
deployed	-	but	we	are	still	
collecting	data	on	what	this	
might	look	like	or	what	
specific	recommendations	
people	have	towards	this	
goal.	

 
 

Mental	Health	Reinvestments 

Big	Picture Priorities	from	Black	community	
members 

Important	contextual	notes 

Mental	health	
providers,	clients,	
and	families	report	
that	the	current	
service	model	does	
not	serve	them	well 

1. There	is	strong	consensus	
that	non-coercive	and	non-
stigmatizing	mental	
healthcare	is	one	of	the	
most	important	
investments	towards	
healing	for	Black	
community	

2. Black	mental	health	
providers	can’t	make	
dignified	living	wages	and	
hone	their	specific	
expertise	for	caring	for	
Black	people	-	because	the	

1. There	is	a	strong	desire	for	a	
low-cost	subscription	model	of	
healthcare	with	a	physical	
space	that	is	designed	so	that	
people	can	go	there	to	be	cared	
for	and	supported	holistically.	

2. Many	of	the	people	advocating	
and	training	community	
members	on	how	to	effectively	
address	this	are	Black	queer	
women	and	Black	femmes.	

3. Black	people	with	disabilities	
and	neurodivergence	face	
unique	challenges	to	accessible	



current	model	does	not	
charge	rates	that	Black	
clients	can	afford.	This	
creates	stress	for	
providers	and	clients.	

3. There	are	providers	who	
are	already	trained	and	
ready	to	deliver	this	model	
but	they	need	space	

4. There	are	also	people	who	
are	actively	building	
healing	spaces,	but	need	
financial	investments	to	
rehabilitate	existing	
spaces	or	develop	new	
ones.	 

housing,	transportation,	and	
wellness.	Community	
members	tell	stories	about	the	
struggles	related	to	mental	
health	and	neurodivergence	-	
including	the	fear	of	police	
causing	harm	or	death	to	
people	with	disabilities.	

4. The	unique	concerns	of	people	
living	with	trauma,	mental	
health	concerns,	and	who	use	
drugs	is	another	set	of	
experiences	we’re	doing	
deeper	dives	on	and	will	be	
reporting	on.	

5. Trans-competent	mental	
health	care	and	transition-
related	supports	remains	
elusive	for	many	Black	trans	
people.	Having	providers	who	
are	experienced	providing	hair	
removal	services	on	dark	skin,	
surgery	support	that	avoid	
hyperpigmentation	or	
problematic	scarring,	and	who	
have	experience	using	
culturally	specific	terms	or	
understandings	is	a	challenge	
for	many	Black	trans	people.	 

Need	more	Black	
healers 

1. Ancestral	knowledge	and	
intergenerational	cultural	
practices	are	essential	to	
healing	

2. Healing	needs	to	be	
approached	from	
investments	in	housing,	
wellness,	education,	and	
more.		

3. While	many	community	
members	talk	about	
medical	doctors	and	
mental	health	service	
providers,	people	are	also	
interested	in	connecting	
with	people	who	have	
expertise	in	spiritual	
wellness,	natural	and	

1. People	do	sometimes	mention	
specific	spiritual	or	healing	
practices	they	may	want	to	see	
supported.	

2. The	need	for	more	Black	and	
culturally	specific	providers	is	
strong.		

3. Black	trans	specific	ancestral	
practices	are	also	important	
considerations,	including	
connections	to	spirituality	and	
reclaiming	gender-diverse	
practices	and	experiences.	



food-based	healing	
practices.	

4. Black	grief	and	Black	joy	
are	often	intertwined	-	and	
incorporating	both	as	part	
of	Black	healing	
experiences	is	one	of	the	
most	important	strategies	
to	create	more	community	
safety	and	health.	

The	specific	harms	
caused	by	the	
prevalence	of	Black	
deaths,	the	
attempts	on	Black	
lives,	and	the	
normalization	of	
Black	death	
negatively	impact	
Black	community 

1. The	repeated	and	
preventable	deaths	of	
Black	community	
members	hurts	our	mental	
health	and	overall	
wellness.	

2. Several	community	
members	report	that	
government	decisions	to	
prioritize	other	
investments	(instead	of	
those	specific	to	
addressing	harms	done	to	
Black	community)	fosters	
mistrust	in	government	
interventions	and	
employees	

3. Many	community	
members	talked	about	the	
feeling	that	there	is	little	
control	over	whether	or	
not	someone	is	killed	by	
police,	and	that	they	fear	
someone	they	love	
becoming	a	“hashtag”-	
meaning	a	temporary	
placeholder	until	the	next	
Black	person	is	killed	by	
police	

1. Black	community	members	are	
not	overly	concerned	about	
the	race	or	gender	of	the	
person	who	might	kill	them-	
when	talking	about	harm	done	
by	police,	community	
members	do	not	differentiate	
the	race	of	the	police	
perpetrator	of	harm.	Instead,	
they	discuss	how	the	fear	of	
knowing	we	can	be	killed	with	
impunity	exacts	a	toll	

2. The	specific	ways	Black	people	
can	be	dehumanized	in	death	
was	also	discussed	by	some	
people-	whether	that	is	being	
described	in	terms	of	alleged	
gang	involvement,	inaccurate	
reporting	of	a	Black	trans	
person’s	name	or	gender,	or	
the	omission	of	positive	or	
dignified	information	about	
the	Black	person.	

3. There	is	an	inaccurate	but	oft-
quoted	statistic	about	the	
expected	lifespan	of	a	trans	
woman.	This	problematic	
statistic	causes	a	unique	grief	
that	is	difficult	to	adequately	
name.	

Racialized	ableism	
-	which	reflects	the	
unique	experience	
and	struggles	of	
Black	people	with	
disabilities	-	is	

1. Racialized	ableism	is	an	
important	framing	
because	it	amplifies	the	
work	being	done	in	
disability	justice	and	
restorative	justice	
communities	

1. The	infantilization	of	Black	
people	with	disabilities	is	one	
of	many	examples	of	how	
racialized	ableism	is	able	to	
operate.	

2. The	labeling	of	typical	feelings	
like	grief	and	outrage	to	be	



important	to	
consider. 

2. The	weaponization	of	
mental	health	in	the	
service	of	racialized	
ableism	results	in	the	
deaths	of	about	half	of	the	
people	killed	by	police,	
and	many	people	who	
experience	harm	don’t	
report	it	when	the	only	
mechanism	to	report	harm	
involves	police.	

instead	mental	health	
conditions	is	a	problem	that	
some	community	members	are	
deeply	concerned	about.	

3. There	are	many	Black	people	
who	are	disabled	and	also	
have	lived	experience	with	
institutionalization	or	
institutional	violence.	Their	
experiences	are	crucial	to	
having	a	full	analysis	of	what	
needs	to	change	to	create	a	
safer,	healthier	world	where	
people	can	thrive.	

 

Youth	Reinvestments 

Big	Picture Priorities	from	Black	community	members Important	contextual	notes 

Hire	Black	
youth	and	
create	job	
pipelines	that	
sustain	the	
work	beyond	
just	this	2021	
budget	cycle.		 

1. Approach	youth	employment	as	
one	strategy	to	reduce	youth	
contacts	with	police	

2. Create	more	jobs	for	young	people	
3. Design	and	create	more	training	

and	apprenticeship	programs	for	
Black	youth	

4. Create	unrestricted	grants	and	
other	investments	for	community	
organizations	that	specifically	
support	Black	liberation	and	work	
with	youth.	

5. Pay	youth	to	make	art	about	what	
they	want	to	see	from	the	City’s	
process	

6. Supply	software	and	technical	
expertise	for	data	science	and	
related	technology	jobs	

7. Intentionally	tailor	programming	
to		youth	who	may	face	additional	
descrimination,	including	trans	
youth,	disabled	youth,	youth	in	
unstable	housing	situations,	and	
youth	who	are	immigrants	or	
refugees.	

1. Youth	are	eager	to	
contribute	to	create	a	
more	just	world,	and	
want	the	job	skills	and	
experience	to	start	their	
careers.	

2. In	the	current	economic	
downturn	and	with	
schools	closed,	many	
youth	are	concerned	
about	their	future	
prospects	and	are	eager	
to	have	employment	to	
help	support	their	
families	

Improve	the	
material	

1. Protect	Black	youth	 1. There	are	youth	who	
march	everyday,	



conditions	of	
youth’s	lives 

2. Pay	youth	organizers	who	
participate	in	steering	committees	
and	other	formal	processes	

3. Honor	youth	demands	for	changes	
to	education	and	other	institutions	
that	can	support	positive	youth	
development,	civic	engagement,	
and	youth	leadership	

4. Eliminate	and	abrogate	School	
CSOs	and	invest	in	expanding	
youth	programs	like	ethnic	studies,	
Kingmakers,	and	other	culturally-
specific	supports	

5. Advocate	for	schools	to	become	
sites	for	Black	liberation	-	including	
places	where	youth	can	show	
leadership	and	ownership	of	the	
education	process	

6. Create	low-barrier	funds	that	allow	
youth	to	access	emergency	or	
earmarked	cash	assistance	
especially	for	unaccompanied	or	
unstably	housed	youth.	

7. Ensure	every	single	youth	has	high-
speed	internet	so	they	can	access	
education.	Right	now,	we	still	have	
more	than	approximately	8,000	
Seattle	Public	Schools	students	
without	access	to	adequate	
internet.	This	is	a	huge	equity	
concern.	Without	the	internet,	so	
many	children	are	denied	access	to	
the	education	they	are	entitled	to	
receive.	

sometimes	twice	a	day.	In	
many	ways,	without	their	
tireless	work,	we	would	
not	have	had	the	wins	we	
currently	have.	One	
participant	noted,	“The	
youth	right	now,	are	the	
truth	right	now”.	

2. Foster	care	youth	and	
youth	in	similar	
situations	have	noted	that	
the	child	welfare	system	
has	not	been	serving	
them	for	a	long	time	and	
that	this	rethinking	of	
public	safety	offers	an	
opportunity	to	fix	it.	 

 

Intergenerational	Reinvestments 

Big	Picture Priorities	from	Black	community	
members 

Important	contextual	notes 

Investing	in	
families	and	in	
strong	
interpersonal	and	
inter-generational	
healing	is	key	to	

1. Home	is	one	of	the	first	places	
where	people	navigate	healing,	
trauma,	and	oppression.	
Investing	in	Black	families	and	
home	life	ensures	that	more	
people	have	a	safe	spaces	to	heal	

1. Immigrant	and	refugee	
families	have	unique	
relationships	with	
policing	as	part	of	their	
experiences	in	their	
countries	of	origin	-	this	
produces	a	difficult	to	



Black	well-being	
and	safety 

from	trauma	and	create	healthy	
relationships.	

2. Need	to	address	institutional	
racism	in	how	criminal	legal	
systems	and	child	welfare	
systems		separate	Black	people	
from	our	communities	and	
families.	Many	community	
members	talked	about	how	these	
two	systems	deprive	children	of	
access	to	their	parents	while	
simultaneously	depriving	elders	
from	access	to	their	adult	
children.	In	many	cases,	this	
results	in	homes	where	
grandparents	must	raise	their	
grandchildren	or	where	children	
are	predominantly	placed	into	
the	homes	of	white	strangers.	

3. In	some	instances	there	is	
significant	healing	that	must	take	
place	to	create	the	space	for	more	
effective	community	
collaboration	

4. Black	elder	art	can	help	connect	
and	build	relationships	across	
generational	divides.	

navigate	position	for	
many	families.		

2. East	African	youth	and	
middle-aged	adults	are	
navigating	difficult	
conversations	with	some	
elders	about	why	police	
do	not	keep	them	safe	
and	why	their	children	
and	grandchildren	are	
racially	profiled,	harmed,	
or	worse.	

3. Intentionally	focusing	on	
the	experiences	of	trans	
and	disabled	elders	is	
key	to	helping	to	foster	
authentic	and	full	
relationships.	

Invest	in	Black-led	
elder	care	in	close	
proximity	to	
family,	friends,	
and	contexts	 

1. It	is	important	to	elders	to	not	
feel	isolated	or	abandoned	

2. When	possible	families	would	
prefer	to	stay	together	

3. Creating	trans-	and	queer-	
specific	housing	is	important	for	
elders	who	are	accustomed	to	
having	to	choose	between	safety	
and	being	fully	who	they	are	

4. Compassionate	support	around	
aging-related	concerns	and	plans	
for	one’s	transition	into	death	is	
important.	Normalizing	Black	
estate	planning	can	be	a	helpful	
strategy	for	breaking	taboos	
while	passing	along	elder’s	
wishes	and	wisdom.	

1. There	are	very	few	
Black-led	eldercare	
facilities.	

2. Developing	buildings	to	
include	a	mechanism	to	
accomplish	Black-led	
care	is	something	we’re	
exploring	more	in	the	
research.	

3. The	digital	divide	or	
digital	redlining,	has	hit	
Black	communities	very	
hard,	especially	Black	
elders	who	are	less	likely	
to	have	access	to	
adequate	internet.	

Create	supports	to	
allow	Black	elders	
to	age	in	place,	

1. Retirement,	including	pensions,	
are	not	keeping	pace	with	the	
cost	of	living	

1. Black	elders	should	be	
compensated	for	their	



including	financial	
resources	to	
support	Black	
elders 

2. Many	elders	provide	childcare	
and	other	supports	to	community	

3. Elders	hold	institutional	
knowledge	and	archival	
materials.	Elders	can	provide	
insights	into	what	was	promised	
and	what	is	still	owed	to	Black	
communities	

labor,	expertise,	and	
leadership.	

2. Aging	in	place	requires	
home	improvements	in	
most	cases.	Elders	may	
have	more	disabilities	or	
a	change	in	their	
disability	severity	as	
they	age.	

3. Black	elders	may	find	
driving	more	difficult,	
and	may	become	
concerned	about	police	
targeting	them	if	they	
experience	age-related	
declines	in	their	driving	
capacity.	

4. Currently	because	of	
COVID-19,	many	driver	
renewals	and	other	
resources	are	online.	
Black	elders	are	less	
likely	to	have	access	to	
high-quality	internet	and	
so	are	less	likely	to	be	
able	to	renew	their	
licenses.		

5. Depending	on	their	
specific	health	needs	and	
medical	context,	some	
Black	trans	elders	may	
need	support	specific	to	
their	changing	medical	
needs.	 

 

Economic	and	Employment	Reinvestments 

Big	Picture Priorities	from	Black	community	
members 

Important	contextual	notes 

Hire	accountable	
Black	people	to	
be	advisors	and	
decision-makers	
on	decisions	that	
affect	us 

1. The	2021	Participatory	
Budgeting	process	should	be	
designed	and	informed	by	
Black	community	using	this	
data	alongside	other	tools	from	
the	Black	Brilliance	Research	
Project.	

1. Nothing	about	us	without	us	
-	but	also	don’t	use	Black	
people	as	decoration.	Seek	
out	our	expertise-	many	of	
us	bring	several	skills	and	
experiences	that	can	be	
directly	applicable.	



2. Police	Labor	Contract	review	
decisions	should	be	made	in	
partnership	with	community	
members	who	have	been	
incarcerated	or	who	have	been	
affected	by	incarceration.		

3. When	seeking	consultants	to	
weigh	in	on	what	policing	
systems	should	look	like,	
ensure	that	those	consultants	
are	Black	and	that	they	include	
Black	people	with	first-hand	
experience	navigating	
incarceration.	

4. Black	experiences	are	diverse,	
so	we	would	expect	to	see	as	
many	people	reflected	in	the	
decision-making	process	as	
possible-	and	avoid	positioning	
one	person	as	the	
spokesperson	for	all	Black	
communities.	

2. There	is	deep	and	earned	
mistrust	of	non-Black	
people	who	position	
predictive	modeling	as	more	
valuable	evidence	than	the	
lived	experience	of	Black	
communities.	

3. Many	Black	community	
members	are	skeptical	that	
elected	officials	will	honor	
their	commitment	to	
prioritizing	Black	wisdom,	
leadership,	and	expertise,	
but	are	hopeful	these	
officials	will	prove	them	
wrong.	Slowing	down	
processes	to	allow	for	
robust	participation	and	
consultation	from	Black	
community	members	is	
crucial	for	starting	to	repair	
past	harms	done	to	Black	
communities.	

4. When	asking	community	
members	about	their	
priorities	for	who	should	
inform	an	accountable	
process,	it	typically	includes	
Black	people	who	are:	from	
Seattle,	multiple	genders-	
inclusive	non-binary	and	
trans	experiences,	people	
who	are	diverse	in	terms	of	
orientation,	language,	
national	origin,	youth,	
elders,	people	with	lived	
experience	with	
incarceration,	people	who	
do	not	have	conflicts	on	
interest	with	the	police,	
people	who	typically	have	
limited	access	to	political	
power,	recognized	
community	organizers,	
people	with	disabilities,	
people	with	very	low-
income,	professionals,	
retirees,	students,	people	
experiencing	homelessness	



or	who	are	experiencing	
housing	insecurity,	working	
class	workers	and	creatives.	
While	the	above	categories	
do	not	guarantee	a	diverse	
enough	group,	the	list	shows	
the	breadth	of	what	is	
needed	to	truly	capture	
Black	community	feedback.	

Support	more	
Black-owned	
businesses 

1. Collective	economic	and	
financing	models	

2. Buy	Black-owned	products	and	
services	

3. Build	infrastructure	-like	
diverse	supplier	lists	and	
supports	

4. Unrestricted	grants	and	low-
barrier	grants	for	new	and	
existing	Black-owned	
businesses	

5. Access	to	capital	and	culturally	
responsive	business	
development	training	for	small	
businesses	to	grow	their	
businesses	by	participating	on	
public	projects	

6. Technical	assistance	resources	
for	Black	contractors,	to	ensure	
equitable	participation	
opportunities	in	the	
development	of	projects	in	
their	community	

7. A	displacement	mitigation	fund	
for	property	owners	and	small	
businesses	that	have	endured	
redlining	

8. Establish	a	$1	Billion	anti-
gentrification,	land	acquisition	
fund	to	help	Black	community	
acquire	property	and	support	
economic	development.		

1. Many	Black	business	owners	
become	business	owners	
out	of	necessity,	not	out	of	
choice.	So	targeting	direct	
needs	that	we	can	solve	will	
help	increase	community	
capacity	for	greater	health	
and	safety.	

2. Public	projects	can	be	an	
important	mechanism	to	
invest	in	Black-owned	
businesses	

With	more	
transactions	
moving	online,	it	
is	imperative	
Black	owned	
businesses	have	

1. Broadband	access	for	all,	
available	as	a	utility	

2. Technical	support	and	
resources	to	address	digital	
equity	problems-	including	
assistance	programs	that	will	

Private	investments	in	important	
services	like	broadband	lock	people	
into	sub-par	systems	or	in	cycles	of	
economic	deprivation	 



access	to	high-
quality	internet 

pay	for	internet	and	phone	data	
plan	services	

3. Websites	and	digital	support	

Pay	Black	people	
living	wages 

1. When	contracting	services	out	
so	that	community	can	fulfill	
the	deliverables	(e.g.,	
translation),	pay	people	living	
wages.	

2. Many	City	jobs	are	better	paid	
than	positions	at	non-profit	
community	organizations.	
Work	with	nonprofits	to	
remove	institutional	barriers	to	
higher	pay,	and	prioritize	
contracts	that	pay	their	staff	
well	for	the	expertise,	
leadership,	and	wisdom	they	
bring.	

Strong	consensus	about	this	point. 

Provide	high-
quality	and	
culturally	
specific	
healthcare	for	
Black	people 

1. There	are	many	healthcare	
service	providers	who	may	
already	provide	healthcare	
services,	but	aren’t	funded	at	a	
level	where	they	can	do	this	
sustainably.	

2. Employers	need	support	
getting	coverage	for	their	
employees.	It	can	be	more	
affordable	than	business	
owners	might	think	-	a	fund	to	
support	this	process	could	be	
helpful	

1. Healthcare	is	described	as	
broad,	and	community	
members	note	that	a	general	
mistrust	of	the	current	
healthcare	system	is	well-
earned.	

2. Voucher-based	system	(e.g.,	
we’ll	pay	for	6	sessions)	are	
experienced	as	less	helpful	
than	a	service	model	that	
focuses	on	alternative	
pricing	models	that	aren’t	
based	on	a	certain	number	
of	sessions.	

Transfer	land	
and	property		to	
Black	ownership 

1. Nurturing	Roots	is	seeking	a	
City-owned	property	called	Red	
Barn	Ranch	to	create	a		Black-
led	farm,	healing	space,	and	
foundation	for	youth	
empowerment	

2. King	County	Equity	Now	
recently	halted	a	block	of	
predatory	development.	A	
mutual	aid	collective	will	
leverage	the	Keiro	site’s	
existing	structure	for	turnkey	
accommodations	for	up	to	200	
community	community	

1. Capital	investments	present	
a	powerful	lever	that	
governments	can	pull	to	
increase	access	to	resources	
to	support	Black	
communities.	



members	experiencing	
homelessness.	Black-led	direct	
social	service	providers	will	
implement	a	service	hub	and	
shared	resource	core	to	help	
replant	roots,	reconnect,	and	
rebuild	community.	

3. Decommissioned	Fire	Station	6	
on	23rd	&	Yesler	to	become	
William	Grose	Center	for	
Enterprise,	per	the	City	of	
Seattle	Equitable	Development	
Plan	

4. Seattle	Housing	Authority	
Operations	Site	on	Martin	
Luther	King	Jr.	Way	S.	&	
Dearborn,	to	become	affordable	
housing	

5. Paramount	Nursing	Home,	
formally	Black-owned	and	
recently	acquired	by	
Washington	State,	to	revert	to	
Black-community	ownership	

6. Vacant	Sound	Transit	Lot	on	
Martin	Luther	King	Jr.	Way	S.	&	
S.	Angeline	St.	to	become	Youth	
Achievement	Center	

 
Additional	notes:	 
 

• “While	sending	out	the	community	needs	survey,	a	member	of	our	community	shared	a	
touching	poem	that	directly	speaks	to	some	of	the	afflictions	we	as	members	of	the	black	
community	face.	After	reading	this	poem,	I	couldn’t	help	but	notice	the	disconnect—	we	
have	people	creating	policies	to	fix	a	problem	they	don’t	understand.	“	a	Black	Brilliance	
project	researcher	from	the	Freedom	Project	team.		

 
Modern	Day	Negro	by	Dila	Gebre 

The	drive	home	seemed	weary	and	longer	than	usual. 

The	moon	shined	bright	and	my	eyes	worked	hard	to	stay	open. 

It	felt	like	an	infinity	away,	the	bed	that	is,	those	soft	silk	sheets. 

I	thought	it	was	a	dream,	those	bright	majestic	looking	lights	that	flashed	in	my	rear	view	

mirror. 

The	lights	were	so	beautiful,	a	beautiful	nightmare. 



My	eyes	adjusted,	my	body	woke	up	and	fear	hit. 

My	palms	started	to	sweat	as	I	gripped	the	steering	wheel	harder	than	usual. 

I	thought	to	myself,	“God	is	today	the	day	I	die?	Please	don’t	let	me	die.” 

I	couldn't	move,	sudden	actions	means	death. 

I	couldn’t	talk,	speaking	could	be	threatening. 

I	suddenly	remembered	it's	not	what	I	did,	or	what	I	do,	it’s	what	I	am. 

I	can	not	be	Black	or	i’m	going	to	die. 

This	is	it. 

I	couldn’t	breathe. 

I	can’t	breathe. 

The	officer	casually	exited	his	vehicle,	not	once	taking	his	hand	off	of	his	weapon. 

I	know	i’m	going	to	die. 

As	the	officer	strolled	closer,	with	a	look	of	complete	disgust,	I	cried. 

I	looked	at	the	sky	and	soaked	up	the	moonlight	and	the	stars	for	what	I	thought	would	be	

the	last	time. 

“If	you	aint	got	nothin’	on	ya	you	have	nothin’	to	worry	about” 

I	silently	prayed. 

I	prayed	for	my	family,	for	my	mom,	for	my	dad. 

“License	and	registration	boy!” 

As	my	hands	gripped	the	steering	wheel	tighter	than	ever,	I	knew	my	next	decision	could	be	

my	last. 

Consciously,	I	couldn’t	follow	his	instructions,	legally	I	had	to. 

“Yes,	sir.	I	am	slowly	pulling	my	I.D	out	of	my	left	pock……” 

……………………………………………. 

“Unarmed	16	year	old	student	gets	shot	and	killed	by	police.” 



“Drug	dealer	gets	shot	and	killed	by	police.” 

Young	man	your	fate	is	predetermined,	premeditated. 

Melanated	and	feared. 

To	be	black	is	criminal,	convicted	of	being	you. 

Black	lives	matter,	we	matter,	please	hear	our	screams,	our	cries,	please. 
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